Q1. Tick the correct answer.

a) We should use only paper and __________ bags.
   plastic    jute    polythene    all of these  

b) A road that goes over another road is called ________________.
   tunnel    bridge    flyover    airport

c) Fish do not have ____________.
   eyelids    eyebrows    eyes    eyelashes

d) Twigs of ________________ tree are used to brush teeth.
   coconut    banana    willow    neem

e) ________________ an elephant like huge beast, found two million years ago?
   Mammoths    Dinosaurs    Giant Panda    Bactrian Camel

Q2. Answer in one word.

a) I am a camel with 2 humps. ________________

b) I am a leafy vegetable that makes Popeye powerful. ________________.

c) I am a kind of fish that looks like a horse. ________________.

d) I am a place where ships are loaded and unloaded. ________________.

e) I am an extinct bird, which once lived on island in the Indian Ocean. ________________.

Q3. Fill in the blanks with the help of the words given in the box.

Gold    tunnel    animals    Piranha    cocoa
   coriander    Flying
a) We should not use cosmetics tested on _______________.
b) An underground passage built under a hill or a river is called. _______________.
c) ____________ fish are kept as pets.
d) Chocolate is made from the seeds of _______________ trees.
e) Leaves of _______________ plant are used for making chutney.
f) A _______________ fish can fly through the air for long distance.
g) _______________ is a flesh eating fish.

Q4. Identify and name these pictures.

![Starfish](image1.png) ![Panda](image2.png) ![Palm Tree](image3.png) ![Shark](image4.png)

Q5. Let’s test our observation skills and find out what is wrong in the given statement and rewrite the correct statement.

We should eat junk food

We board and get off trains from here.
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